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Bumble
Open link

Words

words
Words

Words

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Comms

Shift in purpose of

relationships: higher

expectations from

partner 
Open link

Lox Club
Open link

The League
Open link

Chance
Open link

Trends

How does a dating application reflect/learn the shift in purpose of people 

building relationships and develop responsible use of technology?

 How does a dating application learn from broader arenas relationships are emerging and create healthier 

meeting rituals that combine both the virtual and physical world and combinations of both?

More meaningful, thoughtful, authentic dating 

"Fourth space" in

cities; not a home, not

work, and not a coffee

shop; people-first

urban design

Hinge
Open link

End-emic phase of

COVID encouraging 

more to partake in

more in-person

activities

Bumble Brew, a partnership between the

Bumble tech platform and Italian

restaurant Pasquale Jones 
Open link

"We encourage integrity,

kindness, equality,

confidence, and respect

during all stages of any

relationship — whether

online or offline."
Open link

How can a dating application become a reliable resource for people to acclimate 

into a new place they move to?

Gender today as a

shifting, mutating

category
Open link

How can our dating applications become the new social network of smaller 

and more meaningful connections?

 Developing new purpose. Redefining the meaning of the category the brand is in. 

Competitors:

Resolving existing negatives in the category by making new ideas standard ways of operating. Developing ways for people to share and cultivate broader acceptance of new ideas.  Making things popular.

Developing new level of creativity.  Ways of sourcing and making that come together as new objects or spaces.

Getting creative with

video and audio: In-

app "Night In" trivia

game, ability to send

voice memos to a

match 
Open link

Action

Trends

Giving women more

agency and

independence in

relationships;

combatting

institutional sexism

Declining birthrate

Open link

Brand branched off

to non-dating

categories to offer

more approaches

to app

Heightened attention on women's rights; Mexico abortion lift, Texas abortion ban

Open link

Brand partnered with

celebrities like Kris

Jenner to expand the

outreach of new

ventures

Open link

Dating has become strategic

Open link

Action

Recognizing "toxic positivity"

and accepting both the

positive and negative parts of

our lives

Open link

Removing sex from the equation;

relationships can be platonic, too
Open link

Trends

Banning problematic

content on Tiktok and

OnlyFans

Open link

Creating a non-sexual

space for LGBTQIA+

people to engage and

form more significant

connections

Open link

Features like

Snooze make

privacy a priority and

give you control of

your platform and

who can access it

Putting ads on

Cosmopolitan to

access younger

audience

Investing in

women's

education

fund

Open link

Integration of more

game-like features

into the app (see.

'brand touch' in

emergent story

space) 

Bumble cafe

considering growth

into Austin

Images

Exposure to real, raw,

pandemic-impacted 

relationships: "Love in

the Time of Corona"

on Netflix

Open link

"endemic" x

"things to do in

nyc" Google

Trends Analysis 

Open link

Virtual dating is

booming, but

it's not enough

Open link

Tinder and

Bumble's legal feud

over who owns the

"swiping" feature

Open link

Purpose

Community

Daily life 

Bumble portrays their image

as inclusive and meant for

every gender/sexual identity,

however the whole concept

of the app is based only on

opposite sex relationships

and women-initiated

conversations

More than just a cafe;

cater to the emerging

"fourth space"  
Open link

Grow into an

education

platform

Everyone has to take

a sexual assault

prevention course to

use app

Videos, courses,

etc embedded in-

app 

Grow the blog into

education platfom;

topics to range from

sexual health to identity,

etc 

Strive for inclusivity by

reworking the mission

statement to address

all sexual orientations

and gender identities

Respect

Platonic

Self-love

Click for links 

More of an emphasis

of engaging with

local community, not

performative 

Action

Use Bumble cafe

or other local

spaces to pilot

group events such

as speed dating

Ideas:

Images

Action

TrendsImagesEqual
Open link

Empowered
Open link

Click for more

Ideas:

Activations within the

local community;

local brand

partnerships, artist

collaborations, etc

Brand

Touch

Platonic 

Women's empowerment

There's a recent point where both

search terms meet; people are ready

to get out and explore the city

Misc.

Brand

Touch

Local bag designer or coffee

shop collab idea 

Social event at neighborhood

shop idea 

Using public space to engage

community in unique ways is

here to stay post-pandemic 

Consideration: what would the best types of cities be to pilot cool,

local activations like this?  Should dating be a metric of success for

cities trying to establish themselves in this end-emic? 
Open link

Bumble's mission statement 

Why?

Ways Bumble is "making itself popular"

Potential outcome?

Bumble can be made

into a safe, reliable

space for all 

healthy

positive 

humanize

Images

Incorporating a variety of

fun date ideas in the app,

or even creating virtual

public spaces

Open link

organic

Creating more

spontaneity and

humanity into

the app

Replace the

"swipe" feature with

something more

natural and

welcoming 

Humanize the

matching process

to a welcoming

short message

instead of

"swiping" 

The risks of

using stock

images as

brand image

Open link

Increase of privately-owned

public spaces
Open link

How might Bumble allow users

to re-claim these spaces in 

their community? 

Partnering with

restaurants and

cafes so users

get some kind of

discount

Investing in Ai-

powered

platforms such

as Alice 

Open link

Ad campaign

idea: "dating is

not that scary"

Overall: support policies

around healthy

relationships between

people in society 

Open link

How?

Back executive actions

towards improving the

lives + rights of LGBTQ+

folks in America

Open link

Ivy Cheng, Sabrina Romviel, and Alessandro Fontana

https://bumble.com/
https://www.estherperel.com/blog/why-modern-love-is-so-damn-hard
https://www.loxclubapp.com/
https://www.theleague.com/
https://www.trychance.app/
https://www.hinge.co/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-06-30/dating-app-bumble-will-open-its-first-cafe-in-new-york-in-july
https://bumble.com/about
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/08/arts/design/feminist-transgender-nonbinary-art.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/28/the-future-of-dating-apps-match-bumble-is-much-more-social.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/16/us/declining-birthrate-motherhood.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2021/09/07/mexico-abortion-supreme-court/
https://www.businessinsider.com/kris-jenner-hiring-personal-assistant-bumble-bizz-2018-4
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2021/aug/08/sales-funnels-and-high-value-men-the-rise-of-strategic-dating
https://www.dazeddigital.com/life-culture/article/53737/1/how-toxic-positivity-took-over-the-internet
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/24/opinion/sex-positivity-feminism.html?action=click&block=associated_collection_recirc&impression_id=62ed1f61-22f2-11ec-b309-1f131923eb04&index=1&pgtype=Article&region=footer
https://www.dexerto.com/gaming/roblox-tos-update-banning-kissing-and-handholding-leaves-players-baffled-1670339/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/20/opinion/queer-dating-apps.html
https://bumble.com/en/the-buzz/bumble-fund
https://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2020/06/coronavirus-pandemic-movies-tv-shows
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?geo=US&q=things%20to%20do%20in%20nyc,endemic
https://www.theverge.com/21324221/tinder-bumble-video-virtual-dating-calls-feature-whyd-you-push-that-button-podcast
https://www.npr.org/2018/10/30/660006488/the-tinder-bumble-feud-dating-apps-fight-over-who-owns-the-swipe
https://www.smartcitiesworld.net/special-reports/special-reports/using-the-fourth-space-to-help-cities-cope-with-covid-19
https://www.afaqs.com/companies/bumble-launches-dating-just-got-equal-campaign
https://bumble.com/en/about
https://www.travelandleisure.com/worlds-best/cities-in-us
https://explore.kumospace.com/features
https://ipullrank.com/the-stock-photo-video-industry-has-a-diversity-problem
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/plans/pops/pops.page
https://thebeehive.bumble.com/bumble-fund
https://www.health.harvard.edu/mind-and-mood/fostering-healthy-relationships
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/lgbtq-rights/reports/2021/01/12/494500/improving-lives-rights-lgbtq-people-america/
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words

images

Actions

Trend

Use hyperlinks to

articles, Google Trends

and other references on

postings

words images Trend

Trend

Use hyperlinks to articles,

Google Trends and other

references on postings

words

images

Trend

Trend

Use hyperlinks to

articles, Google Trends

and other references on

postings

words

images
Trend

Trend

Use hyperlinks to

articles, Google Trends

and other references on

postings Actions

Trend

Actions
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Brand
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Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand
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Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

one or more of these strategic actions

one or more of these strategic actions

one or more of these strategic actions

one or more of these strategic actions

packaging,

sustainability

issues

Vintage clothing is

suffering as it's

becoming

commoditized

Depop makes their

own reusable

packaging for the

sellers to use for

their shipments

Depop will

adapt new AI

technologies for

better user

experience

People begin

owning concepts

rather than a textile

(ex. dress pattern

instead of the

actual dress)

NFT space within

fashion emerges to

ensure authenticity;

fashion becomes

less physical

Defining a

new

generation

of DIY

Extensive security

(maybe background

checks) will be put

in place before

using apps like

Depop

What would

happen if Depop

partnered with

Amazon or

Walmart?

Where is fashion

heading in the

metaverse age?

What's driving the

trend of upcyling

and

microinfluencers?

Depop develops and creates their

own partnerships and could recast

inventory when partnering with new

designers (https://flaunt.com/

content/depop-lil-miquela-delawess)

Depop explores re-

localization strategies,

bringing manufacturing

closer to where people

are buying stuff

(rethinking fashion, the

source, and how its

done)

Depop

launches a

store space

Depop

explores

NFT's in

fashion

Ambiguous

authenticity

More

manufacturing

spaces emerge

from the demand

of stores like

Depop

Depop becomes a

space like Amazon,

where

independent

designers can

thrive off of

product profits

What if there's an

ability to work with

designers in new

ways that haven't

been done?

Depop starts to

make, but what

is making?

Upcycling?

Anti-brand

fashion

Crypto

fashion

Fashion retailers

begin working with

independent

designers to recast

inventory and

practice sustainability

Idea of waste

becomes more

apparent in fashion

retail through

upcyling and

reworking processes

Demand for

authenticity

(What makes

something

authentic?)

Could micro-

influencers

diminish since

they promote

waste? What will

replace them?

Re-defining

your used/old

clothing as

new

Educating how

to re-wear your

old one of a

kind clothing

One-of-a-

kind

Find new ways to re-use

old clothing so that its

completely sustainable (

example make depop

garment bags)

"Bespoke"

How will Depop

recycle fashion

and incorporate it

into the

packaging

High

fashion

Depop

Connecting

communities (ex.

celebrity and

consumer

relationships) 

Artist and NFT

Partnerships
How can the

consumer track

the footsteps of

the garment?

What the story

of the

garment?

what makes it

authentic?

Olivia Rodrigo's

Sour Album Collab

with Depop

Open link

Drop

Culture

Co-lab with

independent

fashion mags

Weaving items

into stories.

Letting the

audience own a

part of the story.

Lauren, Sam, Hayley

https://www.papermag.com/olivia-rodrigo-depop-2653222606.html?rebelltitem=3#rebelltitem3


associating

the branding

with nature =

healing
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Betterhelp

only accessible to those

with insurance or

money

Only accessible

to those with

computer and

WiFi

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

one or more of these strategic actions

one or more of these strategic actions

one or more of these strategic actions

one or more of these strategic actions

Matching people

based on specific

identity traits such as

race, age, sexuality

and gender

Open link

What if therapy

was free for those

without health

insurance?

Open link

creative therapy

(art, movement,

music, meditation,

etc.)

Open link

implementing

exercise with

therapy (walk

and talk)

Open link

What if there was a

gym for mental

health instead of

physical health?

Collab with gym?

Open link

collab with

university and/or

nursing home

Open link

Therapy at your

door (with

security checks)

Open link

Free therapy

for those

under 18

Open link

matchmaking

techniques through

interests, cultural

similarities and

personality 

Open link

Chat feature

implemented at

all hours

Open link

they claim

affordability, but it

is $60 to  $90 a

week which is not

attainable for

many

offering people

therapy from

home is integral

through

pandemic

Open link

filling out an

assessment of

needs so you

can best be

helped

Picture not available

therapists on tiktok

giving advice to

young people:

making information

accessible

Open link

the ability to

stay

anonymous

Open link

Only offer

traditional

talk therapy

"Therapy from

your couch"

makes it sounds

easy and less

intimidating

Open link

Picture not available

cater to young

peoples whos

parents don't

believe in

therapy

therapy is for

everyone/

regardless of

"issues"

get people to

talk openly

about their

mental health

issues

AI : therapy

Open linkidea that

therapy is a

waste of money/

time - doesn't

"help"

stigma around

mental health -

seeking therapy

Check up

appointment for

mental health : in

schools for

young people

Teletherapy

Open link

you don't need

to be at your

lowest to start

therapy

opening

discussion through

collab with

influencers and

celebrities

Open link

Picture not available

case study for

effectiveness of

teletherapy

through betterhelp

Open link

creating a device for

teletherapy specifically

for therapist and

clients (especially for

those who don't have

phone or computer)

can apply

for financial

aid

physical phone

booth stations in

public area that

people can use to

call therapist

music as a way

of speaking up/

bring awareness

to mental health

therapy =

selfcare, a

way of taking

care of

yourself

implicit meaning of

brand name is that

their teletherapy is

more effective than

traditional in-person

therapy

covid, people

opening up

online mental

health

Talking about

various mental

disorders rather

than just

depression and

anxiety

overuse of major

mental health

terms with less

understanding of

meaning

loneliness was

exacerbated in covid.

even though it was

already major topic/issue

in mental health, more

people understood it

after/during pandemic

new

regulations

and policies

for social

media 

privacy /security

disclosing personal

information on the

phone "NDA"

online?

Creating new

vocabulary

around language

used to describe

mental health

New way to

program

chat bot

Carla, Amelia, Flora

https://psycnet.apa.org/buy/2015-20321-006
https://www.freeclinics.com/zip.php?zip=10009
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/arts-and-health/201406/creative-arts-therapy-and-expressive-arts-therapy
https://www.simplepractice.com/blog/walk-and-talk-therapy/
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2011/12/exercise
https://www.healthline.com/health/mental-health/mental-health-gym
https://www.insider.com/intergenerational-living-senior-citizens-college-students-2020-1
https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/modes/home-based-therapy
https://www.atcaa.org/chat-children-s-therapy
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapy-types/culturally-sensitive-therapy
https://www.verywellmind.com/advantages-and-disadvantages-of-online-therapy-2795225
https://www.ama-assn.org/practice-management/digital/how-maintain-momentum-telehealth-after-covid-19-crisis-ends?gclid=Cj0KCQjwiNSLBhCPARIsAKNS4_eTiojxXBM2GapUk6_fGrgFLm9S1wfJkd815DD_sGhvMpWJNyMR1yUaAnIcEALw_wcB
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/12/well/mind/tiktok-therapists.html
https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1471-2458-12-797
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%205-y&geo=US&q=teletherapy
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/01/health/artificial-intelligence-therapy-woebot.html
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%205-y&geo=US&q=teletherapy
https://www.complex.com/music/ariana-grande-give-away-5-million-free-therapy
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6364202/


Residual Story Space

Learning new ways to

use an ingredient that is

usually thrown away to

prevent food waste

Caregiver

Selling imperfect

produce for a lower price

to encourage people to

buy them instead of it

going to waste 

Ruler

Creating a program to combat

food waste where they sell

their unsold food surplus in

pre-packed boxes containing

mixed grocery items for a

lower price than normal 

Everyman

Preparing seasonal

menus and

recommendations on

what products to buy and

what can be created by

specific ingredients

TRENDS

Innocent

ACTIONS

one or more of these strategic actions

Lover

KEYWORDS

Hero

IMAGES

Brand Touch

Magician

QUESTION:

BPI

Food Waste

Sourcing

Ethically

Chef-like thinking

Unofficial Banks

Bodegas 

Sage

How to change the way  consumers think

and purchase groceries? (like a chef)

Increase use of products

certified compostable by

the BPI (biodegradable

products institute)

Rebel

Brand Investment

Explorer

New ways of leveraging

in-season ingredients:

Creator Jester

Dominant Story Space

Emergent Story SpaceDisruptive Story Space

Vertical Garden 

Refillable 

Vending Machine  

Amazon Food Truck

Mobile Farmers Market

Redlining

Since many apartments in high

density cities such as New York

has small kitchens, apartments

should implement communal

kitchen and held community

events

Whole Foods hosting Farmer

Markets on a certain day of a

week to various

neighborhoods

Partnering with developers to

create vertical farming within

the apartment building to

create a community

atmosphere

What are new systems for

consumers to purchase their goods?

Implementing refillable systems

within apartments: having a milk

dispenser where you can bring your

bottle or buy a glass bottle to fill up

your milk, this could also work with

oats, juices, etc.

Amazon Grocery Truck: going

to areas considered as food

deserts, instead of the people

driving far to get their

groceries, the groceries

come to them

ACTIONS

Other logistics provider,

delivery services, farmers

markets, other

supermarkets (Trader Joe's)

COMPETITORSKEYWORDS IMAGES

QUESTION:

To have a vending machine

from Whole Foods installed in

apartment buildings for daily

needs so residents can easily

and quickly purchase them in

the building

one or more of these strategic actions

KEYWORDS IMAGES ACTIONS PROBLEMS

Brand Investment

QUESTION:

Only accessible to.a

certain group of people

(higher prices -

amazongo requires a

card)

Accessibility 

Food Waste 

Food Deserts

Packaging Waste

How can food and goods be more

accessible? 

Picture not available

Tell Whole Foods: Planet

Over Plastic

Environmentamerica
Large amounts of food

have been thrown out

How to scale? Since

WF is a logistics

company

Having advantage for

online consumers =

delivery with amazon 

Food deserts.

Amazon is a logistics is about

getting nutrient to everyone,

how do we make sure that they

are delivering? How can we get

food to everyone?

Brand Touch

Picture not available

Amazon could be on a path to

grocery market dominance

Digitalcommerce360

Picture not available

It's Finally Clear Why Amazon

Bought Whole Foods

Slate

Changes in how

governments focus on

organics, more strict and

specific regulations

Resourcing to local deli

and supermarkets

around the individual's

home

Brand Partnership

COMPETITORS ACTIONS

one or more of these strategic actions

KEYWORDSIMAGES

QUESTION:

Compost 

Expired Food

Physical

Presence 

How do you bring grocery shopping

closer to the home, more convenient?

Partnership with

composting

organisations in the

area for food waste.

Increasing consumer

education by holding

community programs 

Partership with food banks,

homeless shelters, or non-

profit organisations to

eliminate food waste

before food is expired.

Local delis and

smaller, local

supermarkets

How can Whole Foods grow

online presence without affecting

its physical presence? (in-store

experience has been sacrificed in

exchange for online services.)

one or more of these strategic actions

Brand Partnership Brand Investment

New tastes and techniques

from professional chefs =

connection between chefs and

family consumers/individuals

How Whole Foods can use

online/physical space for;

there are other things that

physical space could be

used for.

Value in reclaiming Bodegas,

as they can access as a credit,

help make bodega resilient

and a touchpoint = 

unofficial banks

Whole Foods having a

partnership with local NY

farmers, purchasing from the

produce for the farmer

markets that they host

Removing barriers of

redlining, by bringing the

farmer's truck to the nearest

possible location for the

people to access 

Saskia, Sia, and Nadia

https://www.newyorkfamily.com/jokr-the-15-minute-grocery-delivery-app-that-gets-what-it-means-to-be-a-nyc-parent/
https://environmentamerica.org/feature/ame/tell-whole-foods-planet-over-plastic
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/whole-foods-wastage-tiktok-dumpster-b1940526.html
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2019/03/08/amazon_grocery_stores_market_strategy_dominance/
https://slate.com/business/2021/06/why-amazon-bought-whole-foods-groceries-online.html


Virtual

assistants and

augmented

reality to test

products

supplementary

diet plan based

on the

consumer's

need

subscription

box that ships

products

regularly to

your home

simplify skin care

products based on

pragmatic

necessity/

conscious

consumerism

higher demand

for customer

engagement

through social

media

physical stores

loose attraction,

customer adapt to

the products

available in the

store

the definition of

"beauty" and

"healthy skin" is

relatively narrow

and eurocentric

online quiz that

focuses on

personalization

and

customization

a visit to the

dermatologist’s

office can be

time-consuming

and expensive

motivate younger

audience by

launching SMS

challenge and text

reminder

broadening beauty

standard, beauty

trend from

different regions

around the world 

emergence of gene

tracking technology in

order to improve

"personnalization",

creates issue with

privacy and

surveillance

make

prescription-

grade products

affordable and

accessible

refillable

bottles that

reduces

packaging

waste

rising

awareness of

sustainability

and

skinimalism.

destigmatization of

"alternative

skincare"

technology, such

as plastic surgery,

laser surgery

Partnership

with

supplement

brand

Residual Story Space

CaregiverRulerEveryman Innocent Lover Hero

MagicianSageRebel Explorer Creator Jester

Dominant Story Space

Emergent Story SpaceDisruptive Story Space

Curology

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

one or more of these strategic actions

one or more of these strategic actions

one or more of these strategic actions

one or more of these strategic actions

skin

condition as

a reflection

of health

personalization

based on gender,

age, gene, season,

skin concerns,

allergies,

environment etc.

campaign that

advocates “self-

empowerment,”

“confidence,”

“love” and

“diversity”

create blogs

to establish a

sense of

community

HEV light skin

protection for those

who worked from

home and anyone who

spent significant time

with screens.

Open link

Open link

Open link

Open link

Open link

Open link

Open link

Open link

validate and educate

customers to help them

have a better

understanding of their

skin and build a mind-

body-spirit connection

provide one-to-

one interactions

with licensed

dermatology

providers

Trends/ Problems Actions

new/

emerging

definition of

beauty and

healthy skin

Trends

prioritize online

shopping

experience over

physical retail

experience.

Actions

Open link

Trends

diversity and

inclusion in products,

marketing, and

representation,

regardless of race,

ethnicity, age, gender

Actions

DIY skin care kit

that encourages

engagement and

increases level of

satisfaction

over-packging

and over-

purchasing

causing

unnecessary

waste

apps to measure

and track skin

healing progress,

and thus can

predict the change

in a person's skin

Trends Actions

consumers no longer

satisfied with a one-

size-fits-all approach,

higher demand for

customization and

personalization

The concept of

total wellness

during the

pandamic

Highlight the

use of beauty

routines as a

way against

stress and

anxiety

Experiences will

become more

valuable than

tangible

products

New definition of

luxury. Product

functionality and

purpose drives usage,

while value is

measured in quality

and convenience

create products that

keep consumers

protected, bring value to

purchase decisions, and

rebuild trusting brand

relationships.

Are custom

skincare

products

actually

personalized?

embrace natural

skin texture

“effortlessly chic”

routine

Open link

connect with Apple

Health or Atolla (

long-term data set of

skin issues across

ages, races,

demographics, and

lifestyles)

partnership with

ModiFace, an

augmented reality

facial micro-feature

tracking that stimulate

makeup, hair, and

skincare.

converging

technology,

science, and

beauty with e-

commerce

Sherry, Marie-Pia

https://www.glossy.co/beauty/how-curology-used-subliminal-marketing-to-find-new-customers/
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=all&geo=US&q=%2Fm%2F016f21,%2Fm%2F048krwn,%2Fm%2F08h03n
https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/skincare-brand-curology-amplifies-black-creators-in-new-digital-campaign/
https://verilymag.com/2017/10/curology-pocketderm-online-dermatology-dermatologist-affordable-dermatology-skincare-adult-acne-yoderm-skymd-firstderm
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/294929
https://curology.com/blog/diversity-equity-inclusion-and-belonging-at-curology/
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=all&geo=US&q=%2Fm%2F047m52,%2Fm%2F0191_7
https://www.instagram.com/p/CU_AlmEBNtP/
https://verilymag.com/2017/10/curology-pocketderm-online-dermatology-dermatologist-affordable-dermatology-skincare-adult-acne-yoderm-skymd-firstderm
https://business.pinterest.com/pinterest-predicts/skinimalism


Hinge could offer

activities/experiences

and match people

based on interests in

going to that activity 

Residual Story Space

CaregiverRulerEveryman Innocent Lover Hero

MagicianSageRebel Explorer Creator Jester

Dominant Story Space

Emergent Story SpaceDisruptive Story Space

Hinge 

Actions

words

Trend

words

Trend

words

Trend

Actions

Trend

Actions Actions

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

one or more of these strategic actions

one or more of these strategic actions

Foster

conversations with

others instead of

simply physical

attraction

Removed swiping

interface, which was

a feature inspired by

slot machine gaming

psychology

"designed

to be

deleted"

Removes

gamification of

dating

push for

inclusivity

“best

solution for

intentional

daters”

"breaking up with

your dating app is

pretty fun,” said

Josh Yeston,

Hinge creative

director

provide

conversation

starters

Profiles are similar

to Instagram

profiles which

highlights people's

personalities

stigma

against

online

dating

"Last first

date"

Hinge "a movable joint

or mechanism on

which a door, gate, or

lid swings as it opens

and closes or which

connects linked

objects"

online meeting

when public

spaces aren't

open

Chipotle,

Uber Eats and

Hinge teamed

up 

video

dating

push for

audience to

meet in

person

more

gaming

dating

formats

feel

venerable

when

ghosting  

new

relationships

dont see

marriage as a

end goal

The idea of what

dating is has

changed

make a more 

inclusive space

for new

relationship

types

expectations

are too high-

stress on soul

mate finding

people are not

attracted to

being in

traditional

relationships

faux-

personality

focused

removing

sex from

equation 

platonic

relationship

to create

possibilities of new

types of

relationships

feel

pressured on

a defined

relationship

Partner with

experiences offered

by brands such as

Airbnb, virtual and

physical

Remove words like

"designed to be deleted"

to relieve stress and

pressure

one or more of these strategic actions

by having an

activity to perform,

it will lower the

anxiety of meeting

someone new

this could include

online activities

since many people

prefer to meet

online for the first

time

people will have an

activity that connects

them instead of Hinge

mostly advertises

which are dinner

dates

to remove the

pressure that Hinge

puts on people to

find "the one" as

fast as possible

people want to form

connections and

relationships with

people but not

necessarily by Hinge's

traditional idea of what

having a relationship

with someone is

relationship - "the

way in which two or

more concepts,

objects, or people

are connected, or

the state of being

connected."

creating spaces

where different

relationship styles

can find each other

and form

want to keep the

traditional idea of

meeting through

friends but in an

online format

geared

towards one

on one

relationships

VRchat is a online

forum that uses

controllable avatars

to create spaces for

different people

Date - "indicate or

expose as being old-

fashioned", "go out

with (someone in

whom one is

romantically or

sexually interested)"

see what kind of

work META is going

to work on/

companies they will

work with

with ar and ai

companies that

have a audience

they show they are an

inclusive space

accepting of all

one or more of these strategic actions

Claire, Megumi, Tianmei



Biking Miles

Competition

Within Citi App
,

Open link

Residual Story Space

CaregiverRulerEveryman Innocent Lover Hero

MagicianSageRebel Explorer Creator Jester

Dominant Story Space

Emergent Story SpaceDisruptive Story Space

Citi Bike

More Efficient way for

tourist to Explore the

City 

Provide Phone

Charging From

Bike's Motion

Charger.

Safer/Wider

Lane for City

Bikers

More Language

Available For

International

Tourists 

Partner with Con

Edison

Clean energy/

electricity

Danger alert/

voice control

AI/City Tour

Guide

Citi Bike/Uber

Eats

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

Brand

Partnership

Brand

Investment

Brand

Comms

Brand

Touch

one or more of these strategic actionsone or more of these strategic actions

one or more of these strategic actions one or more of these strategic actions

Ali, Aria, Patrick

Reservation

Option for

Users in High

Demand 

More Bike

Availabilities at

popular locations/

Rush Hours 

Contributing

energy for

Street Light

Electric vehicle partnerships with ConEdison

Open link

Community

Among Cyclists

Reward System

(Levels, Titles

Similar to Airlines and

miles system.),

Open link

Promoting

Outdoor

Exercise

,

Open link

Encouraging

and promoting

sustainability

,

Open link

,

Open link

Trends

Partner with food

delivery apps. Delivery

people use bikes

instead of Moto cycles/

Cars

Monitor city/traffic

conditions through

build-in cameras

,

Open link

Mobility
Urban

Planning

No helmets, no problem:

how the Dutch created a

casual biking culture

I’ve Seen a Future

Without Cars, and It’s

Amazing

Action
Action

Trends

Building a

Cycling city

People are more

willing to eat at home.

Artificial 

Intelligence 

,

Open link

Artificial

Intelligence Can Be

Our Best Travel

Guide

Action

Trends

,

Open link

Electricity discount

for Frequent Bikers

Social

Credit

Commuter

Action

Trends

Greener

City

15 major cities

around the world

that are starting to

ban cars

,

Open link

Calories and other

health data tracking

,

Open link

The Rise of

Bike Culture

CONSUMER TRACKING

AND SURVEILLANCE:

WHO IS WATCHING

YOU?

,

Open link

Transparency

within the AI 

Checks and

Balance with use of

Personal Datas

,

Open link

More Bike Lane

lighting Installed for

Night Commuters

How do we elevate Citi bike renting and

biking experience, 

What are the existing policies we can

adjust for improvement?

How can we create anonymous travel while 

also changing the way we perceive transportation

within societal structures we already have? 

Ownership of their data

How to create more engagement, and convince more users?

How do we incentivize change in social behavior?

How do we incorporate new technologies to city biking experience?

How to replace traditional communal stigmas with new partnerships?

Names here

https://gothamist.com/news/number-cyclists-continues-trend-latest-city-report-finds
https://bronx.news12.com/revel-con-ed-open-new-charging-superhub-for-electric-vehicles
https://www.techinasia.com/wechat-sports-fitness-tracker
https://www.reliance-foundry.com/blog/biking-usa-europe
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/09/opinion/sunday/ban-cars-manhattan-cities.html
https://www.self.com/story/benefits-of-cycling
https://nypost.com/2021/10/19/eric-adams-will-add-300-miles-of-protected-nyc-bike-lanes-as-mayor/
https://www.smartdatacollective.com/artificial-intelligence-can-best-travel-guide/
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%205-y&geo=US&q=delivery,dine%20in,restaurant
https://www.businessinsider.com/cities-going-car-free-ban-2018-12
https://www.wnycstudios.org/podcasts/takeaway/segments/292279-rise-bike-culture
https://ccla.org/get-informed/talk-rights/consumer-tracking-and-surveillance-who-is-watching-you/
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/economy/reports/2019/11/13/477004/transportation-strategy-doesnt-work/
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